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Executive Summary 

Lake Lanier is the largest navigable body of freshwater near Atlanta, Georgia. It provides fresh water for many 
surrounding communities and acts as a reservoir for many other communities.  The lake is a major site for surface 
recreation activities such as boating, fishing and swimming. While some scuba diving is done there, much more 
could be done to enhance the scuba divers experience while diving Lake Lanier. 
 
Usually the most exciting thing a scuba diver sees during the course of a dive in Lake Lanier are the remains of 
the forests which dotted the area before the lake was built in the 1950-1960 time frame. 
 

 
 

Forgotten Forest in Lake Lanier 
 
Unfortunately many divers tire of this limited scenery and soon move on to dive at other locations that offer more 
than just being close to home. To make it more desirable to scuba divers, scuba dive shops and instructors to use 
Lake Lanier, I propose the creation of a dive park at Lake Lanier. 
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Project Overview 

The project would consist of three phases: 

Phase 1: Planning  

 What to place in the park 

 Where to place the park 

 Costing the project 

Phase 2: Procurement 

 Obtaining the needed finances 

 Obtaining the needed items 

 Inspection and preparation of items 

Phase 3: Creation of the Park 

 Moving and placing the items 

 Anchoring items to the bottom 

 Preparing the shore facilities 

 Establish any needed procedures for liability control 
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Phase 1: Planning 

Initially the planning stage will involve meeting with divers, dive shops and construction companies and 

marina owners to get support and donation of money, time and materials (as well as dive objects) to support 

the project. It is anticipated that large objects such as boats and concrete culverts would be obtained as scrap 

or salvage from construction projects and marinas. Other objects might also be considered if their cleanup 

would not place an undue financial burden on the project. 

Examples of other sites that have dive objects abound. Lake Jocassee has the “Junk”, Dive Haven Quarry has 

its shovel and various other items as do other nearby (within 2-3 hour drives)  quarries and lakes. 

 

The Junk 

 

Dive Haven Shovel 

If initial response is any indication there would probably be no shortage of workers to assist with the cleanup 

and preparation of objects to make sure they were environmentally and diver safe. 
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The actual placement of the park should be on the south end of the lake, near to the Atlanta metro area and 

northern suburbs. West Bank Park is already used by divers for training and recreational diving so it is a 

logical place begin a search for a suitable site. 

 

West Bank Park 

In the picture shown above, the swim area is the white area of beach just off center to the left on the shore. 

The No Boats area includes the entire cove in front of the swim area and includes areas in excess of 40 feet in 

water depth. This area, since it is already boat restricted, would make a great site for the dive park area. A 

diagram showing the layout of the proposed park at Westbbank is in Appendix A. A second site, suggested by 

the ACOE is at Lake Lanier Park on the east side of the dam. Placement of the dive area at Lake Lanier Park 

isn’t clear, but a satellite picture of the park and the depth contour map is shown in Appendix A.  

The costs of the project would include: 

1. Obtaining dive objects 

2. Cleaning and making dive object diver safe 

3. Moving and placing dive objects 

4. Cost of any shore facilities 

It is hoped that many of the dive objects would be donated, thus that cost would be minimal, for example, the 

military often donates obsolete equipment for such projects and we have already been offered one cabin 

cruiser. 

The cost of cleanup and dive safeing the objects would depend on what the object was. Usually this will 

involve removing tanks, engines and entrapment hazards and then steam or high pressure washing any 

possibly contaminated surfaces. Volunteers would be used for labor and the cleanup equipment would be the 

major cost. Several people have volunteered use of pressure washers and other equipment. 

Probably the highest cost item for the project would be the moving and placement of the dive objects. Boats, 

if they are sea worthy or can be made so long enough to tow to the site, would be the easiest to place. Other 

large objects would require cranes, trucks and possibly barges to move and place. It is hoped that the Corps 

might help defray some of the barge and placement costs. 
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Some other things that would be required to have at a dive park would be platforms that are at fixed depths 

(15-20, 40 feet) to allow for training of students, adjustment of equipment and providing a “silt free” area to 

work in. 

The cost of the shore facilities could be spread over several stages. While nice to have, many of the shore 

facilities requested: 

1. Access stairs/ramps 

2. Equipment tables 

3. Showers 

Aren’t really needed to get the project launched and could be added as time and money allow. However, 

providing handicapped access to the park would allow such programs as Soldiers Undertaking Disabled 

Scuba (SUDS) to utilize the facilities (http://www.sudsdiving.org/). 
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Phase 2: Procurement 

Obtaining the needed funds would be taken in several stages: 

1. Direct donations 

2. Possible grants 

3. Sponsorships from local businesses and dive shops 

 

Once initial funding is obtained (and before) we would actively seek donations for objects to place in the 

park, examples would be: 

1. Non-functional boats 

2. Salvaged concrete culvert pipes 

3. Obsolete military hardware 

a. Airplane parts such as fuselages, wings, etc 

b. Vehicles (APVs, trucks, etc) 

4. Small items fun to dive around (statues, etc) 

Some examples are shown below. 

 

Old Concrete Culvert Pipe at Blue Water (Pelham) 
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Diver using fixed depth platform at Blue Water 

 

Loch Low-Minn Small Boat and Statue 
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Deeper Dive Platform at Loch Low-Minn 

Some sites also sink old cars, vans, buses, etc. Dive salvage and recovery classes use things such as cars and 

vans to teach how to recover large objects off the lake bed. 

 

Car Body at Blue Water (Pelham) 

And some things might be placed in the park just for fun. 
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Member of the Bones Family, Lake Jocassee 

 

Diver on Deer Statue, Loch Low-Minn 

 

Creating a dive park would draw more scuba divers to lake Lanier and provide a local venue more conducive 

to dive instruction. 
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Phase 3: Creation of the Park 

Much of the needed object preparation, site preparation and object placement would be handled by volunteers. 

For large objects such as concrete pipes, salvage items such as car bodies, aircraft parts or other bulky, heavy 

items would have to be either contracted or moved with the assistance of the Corps. 

The anchoring of items that may drift such as wooden or foam filled hull boats would be accomplished with 

buoy weights and steel cable. Once objects that might tend to be more buoyant have been sunk for a while, 

this will probably not be needed any longer as they water log. 

Shore facilities would be mostly built by volunteers. Placement of steps, ramps and other items would be 

determined by the Corps and site preparation, procurement of needed supplies and the actual construction, 

from approved plans, would be done by volunteers or contractors.  
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Concerns about the Dive Park 

Once concern that has been raised is liability in case of injury from divers using this dive park. As with other 

dive parks around the country this could be handled by a signed waiver and requiring divers to show valid 

certification cards (PADI, NAUI, SDI, YMCA or other recognized diver training societies) before they are 

allowed to use the park. A brochure describing the park and needed release materials would be developed by 

the dive park organizers and made available to the park attendants. An example liability release form is in 

Appendix B.  

A final concern is the possible creation of navigation hazards. By placing the park into the existing No Boats 

area there should be no possible navigation hazard created. In addition by placing objects at greater than 15 

feet of depth (for example the shallow dive platform) all possible collision hazards with boat hulls in Lake 

Lanier are eliminated. The only hazard from the objects would be anchor fouling, however, since this is a no 

boat area that should never be an issue. 
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Summary 

The creation of a dive park at Lake Lanier would stimulate dive tourism for the lake and provide a much 

needed training and dive facility near to metro-Atlanta and the surrounding communities. By incorporating 

handicapped access to the dive park it would also assist such programs as Soldiers Undertaking Disabled 

Scuba (SUDS). The dive park could be created using mostly volunteer labor and donated items. The cost to 

the Army Corps of Engineers should be limited and may be covered under existing stimulus money. Any 

liability could be mitigated relating to the dive park by utilizing existing dive waiver protocols. 
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Appendix A: Dive Park Layout 
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The following composite shows the proposed Dive Park location and possible contents. 

 

This is a depth map of the same area (bold line is 70 foot depth) 
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The second site is Lake Lanier Park on the east side of the dam. 

 

Depth Contour Map of Lake Lanier Park Area 
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Appendix B: Example Dive Waiver 
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Appendix C: Other Dive Parks 

Lake Thurmond Dive Park 

 

Lake Jocasse Sites 

JunkJunkJunkJunk-- Located at the wall, the Junk is a 40 ft. Chinese sailboat. It is resting in 65 feet of water at 
the top of the deep wall. It is almost fully intact and is easily penetrable. Fish life is usually very 
plentiful around the wreck. Note: Card table, flamingos and small ski boat are located near Junk. 

Basketball GoalBasketball GoalBasketball GoalBasketball Goal-- This site is located at the quarry in 40 feet of water near the 65 foot wall. What 
makes this site so exciting is that we play one-on-one basketball. How? A bowling ball makes a 
great basketball underwater. 
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MotorcycleMotorcycleMotorcycleMotorcycle--Also at the quarry, the motorcycle is in 30 feet of water and is in the same area as the 
Basketball Goal. Jump right on, purge your regulator, and feel the wind in your face! 

Training PlatformTraining PlatformTraining PlatformTraining Platform--In the same area as the Basketball Goal and Motorcycle, the training platform 
sits in 25 feet of water and is in the same area as the Basketball Goal and the Motorcycle. This 
area is perfect for classes and checkout dives. The platform allows students to easily demonstrate 
their skills. 

Edmonds Underwater Park (Washington State) 
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Alabama Blue Water (Pelham) Site Map 
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Loch Low-Minn Dive Map 

 

Loch Low-Minn Paddle Fish 

 


